Coding techniques have always been a major area of scientific interest. Due to this interest, many coding schemes were invented. Eventually, their implementation in various systems contributed in the evolvement of Wireless Communications. A breakthrough was definitely Turbo coding. Particularly, the concept of joining two or more convolutional encoders in parallel (PCCC) or in serial (SCCC), along with the iterative decoding technique, literally raised the expectations of the anticipated BER performance. In fact, Concatenated Convolutional Codes clearly outperform convolutional codes. Moreover, various systems, either under development or either for future use, will have high standards. The previous systems should present exceptional tolerance of noise effects and consequently a low overall number of received errors. For this purpose a new PCCC design was developed. The system's performance analysis, using an AWGN channel, showed better results for various iterations compared to other schemes such as typical PCCC, SCCC and finally a Convolutional encoder with a Viterbi decoder.
Introduction
Turbo codes since their invention [1] have greatly affected the development of various communication systems. Their superior iterative detection of data originated from transmissions through Gaussian channels, along with their performance characteristics reaching theoretical bounds of Shannon's channel capacity, gave a new perspective in accomplishing enhanced BER results.
Turbo coding and decoding systems can be implemented in various existing and under development technologies such as CDMA, Wireless Lan [2] , UWB [3, 4] , and OFDM [5] . Also, it must not be neglected the fact that turbo codes are accepted and standardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). The future networks which will be stricter in terms of Quality of Services (QoS) will involve systems that will transmit and receive enormous amounts of multimedia content. Turbo codes will be the ideal tool in the previous systems for providing high-end communications due to their innovative adaptation to every performance demand. The design topologies of these turbo systems can be split in two categories depending on the type of the utilized concatenation. In SCCC (Serially concatenated convolutional codes) scheme, the convolutional encoders are combined serially containing an interleaver between them. PCCC (Parallel concatenated convolutional codes) design consists of two convolutional encoders which are joined in parallel but one of them accepts the same primary data through an interleaver. In each case, decoder's design is different and more complicated than encoder's section. The previous procedures will be mentioned later in this paper.
Turbo decoder's name is originated from an automobile's turbo charger because the gasses coming from the exhaust part are driving a compressor section through a feedback loop in order to enhance vehicle's fuel amount input and consequently overall performance [6] . Based on the previous facts of feedback loop and gasses reuse, the idea of iteration was inserted in the coding-decoding systems for the purpose of the reevaluation of the data passed through decoders' sections. Consequently, this reduces communication errors through a better overall evaluation of received information compared to other systems containing a Viterbi decoder. An APP (A Posteriori Probability) decoder, which could be located in the previous Turbo coded designs and is constituted of two inputs and two outputs, is also known as Soft-input Soft-output (SISO). This decoder can't conclude to a decision if a bit is zero or one, but it can guess efficiently the value of the primary information. The final stage of the decoding procedure is conducted by the Hard Decision section. The APP decoder provides one input of the encoder's log-likelihood input and one input of the loglikelihood of the coded binary sequence. Also its outputs represent the improved speculated sequences of the two inputs. For example, if two APP decoders are connected in such a way for working together as a sub-block of the decoder system then this sub-block must contain two outputs and two inputs. Two of them (one input and output) are connected through a feedback loop (iterative design) while the other input accepts primary encoded data sequence with the remaining output to drive final log-likelihood data sequence to a Hard decision section. All the above constitute a typical Turbo decoding procedure. This procedure is similar to an extent with those that will be analyzed later in the section of Turbo system's architectures.
A new design of a Parallel Turbo coding system will be presented under the section named Turbo system's architectures along with two other standard types of Turbo schemes in order to be evaluated properly through the presentation of their main design differences. The encoder is constituted of three convolutional encoders where the first accepts the primary data. The second accepts the first encoder's interleaved input while a third encoder uses an additional interleaver connected after the one of the second encoder's input. Then all their outputs are parallel concatenated creating the final output of the proposed encoding scheme. In decoder's section three APP decoders are connected in such a way that they create an iterative procedure with similarities to that of the previous paragraph. This paper is split into four sections. In the second section, all Turbo designs will be presented including the proposed system. In the third section, simulation procedures of all systems under comparison will be exhibited along with the relevant results and comments. Finally, under the concluding section all simulations and future scopes will be summarized and discussed accordingly.
Turbo System's Architectures
In this section, three types of Turbo codes will be presented. Two of them are a typical PCCC and SCCC system and the third one is the proposed PCCC scheme. All the designs consist of two or more convolutional encoders which are connected in a serial or a parallel way. Generally, various interleavers are integrated in the designs for ensuring the statistical independence of the primary data which are routed via different paths. Specifically, these interleavers have the purpose of changing the pattern of information sequence, in order to dissociate the outputs of parallel or serial connected encoders. Hence, they decorrelate the received data in the decoders' section for the purpose of achieving the optimum performance of the iterative function. All previous interleavers must be random as they have been found to be superior compared to all other types (e.g. Block, Diagonal and Circular-shifting interleavers) [7] .
A typical SCCC encoder is shown in Figure 1 and is consisted of two convolutional encoders working with different code rates. The binary generator is connected to the outer encoder (rate = 1/2) and in turn it is joined with the inner encoder (rate = 2/3) through a random interleaver. This leads to an overall code rate of 1/3 (1/2 × 2/3). This value is the rate of the serial turbo encoder. Also, the outer encoder has one input and two shift registers (constraint length equals to three). The inner encoder has two inputs and a total of four shift registers (constraint length equals to six). So, the turbo encoder can be considered with a constraint length of seven (one input of the outer encoder and a total of six shift registers from the two convolutional encoders).
The decoder's part is consisted of two APP decoders. The first decoder (inner) has two inputs. One is accepting the primary coded data coming through AWGN channel while the other is connected to a random Interleaver (through feedback connection). As it appears in Figure 2 , the outer decoder uses a zero sequence in order to finally produce a log-likelihood of the primary binary data series which passes through Hard Decision block in order to be converted to 1's and 0's. Also in front of the decoder's section is located a Unipolar to Bipolar converter and a Gain block for acquiring the information series in the proper format for SISO [8] . Hence, the gain has a value of 2/s, where s corresponds to the noise variance.
Parallel turbo encoders [9] contain convolutional encoders connected in parallel. The data signals, used as inputs to these encoders, are often originated from a binary generator. One encoder accepts the primary data and then using the puncturing technique or a Deinterlacer, it distributes input information between two new outputs providing the systematic (original information stream) and the recursive version (code is generated by a feedback function) of its initial output. The input of the other encoder is an interleaved version of binary generator's data. Hence it is connected with a puncture block for providing this time only the recursive signal version. Finally the three outputs are joined together using horizontal matrix concatenation followed by transposing and reshaping procedures producing parallel concatenated codes. All the above are presented in Figure 3 constituting a typical PCCC encoder. In Figure 4 is presented the proposed encoder. This encoder is similar to the previous but with an exception. A third convolutional encoder provides another recursive output which is concatenated in parallel with the other three outputs. In turn, this leads to an overall code rate of 1/4 which is different compared to that (1/3) of the typical parallel encoder. The decoding scheme in the PCCC systems can be considered as a two stages' procedure. The first stage contains a Unipolar to Bipolar converter, a Gain, and a Zero Order Hold block along with the inverse function of the encoder's matrix concatenation. The converter and the Gain have the same functionality as in SCCC case. The Zero Order Hold, found in both SCCC and PCCC systems is responsible for setting the number of iterations. Also, the inverse function of matrix concatenation (puncturing) produces the systematic and recursive outputs of convolutional encoders. Then, these signals must be interlaced in order to be driven in the appropriate APP decoders' inputs. In the proposed system, a similar first stage is also applied before decoders' section. The differences include more puncturing procedures (as code rate is 1/4) and an additional gain block with the fixed value of 1/2. Generally, the presence of this gain in the design reveals a boosted BER performance. The previous fact has been confirmed through various simulations. The design of the discussed stage appears in Figure 5 . The boxes filled with grey color can be added in a standard PCCC system in order to transform it in the proposed one.
Generally, an event's APP is defined as another event's function on condition that both events happen simultaneously. Based on this principle, the second part of a Parallel Turbo decoding process [10] includes the A Posteriori Probability (APP) method. The outputs from the first decoding stage are connected to the appropriate inputs as they appear in Figure 6 . The interlaced signal coming from OUT 1 is being updated while passes through APP decoder1. Then, for avoiding statistical dependence of the previous data with the data originated from OUT 2, an interleaving process is conducted. The interleaved information along with OUT 2 data passes through a second APP decoder. The signal from its L(u) output is randomly deinterleaved for passing through the feedback section towards the first APP decoder's L(u). Hence, the L(c) output of the second decoder is punc-. tured [2] . The last procedure will reject data that are no longer needed and in turn this filtered data series will pass through a random deinterleaver. Its output signal is sent to a Hard Decision stage where the determination of type of data (1's or 0's) will be conducted. Finally, this data sequence is compared to the primary sequence for calculating the BER performance.
Our Parallel Turbo decoder is consisted of three APP decoders because three data streams from the first stage have to participate in A Posteriori Probability procedures for the proper speculation of the original data sequence. The first APP decoder accepts the interlaced data series from OUT 1. The output of this APP decoder is randomly interleaved for being statistically independent with the interlaced OUT 2 of the first stage. These data sequences pass through APP decoder 2. The only output which is needed is it's log-likelihoods of code bits L(c) and this is punctured and interleaved for feeding the appropriate data stream in L(u) input of the third decoder. There, the previous stream along with the one coming from OUT 3 is processed for conducting the APP function. One output is needed again as it contains the systematic and recursive output of the encoder. Then, this is punctured in order to be obtained the speculated sequence of primary information. This information passes through two deinterleavers and it reaches Hard Decision block where 1's and 0's are produced in order to be compared (in the section of BER calculation) with the original stream of information. Finally, this design along with its iterative function (feedback section is the same with that of the Figure 6 ) is shown in Figure 7. 
Simulation Procedures and Results
In this part of the paper, additional details involving the simulation will be provided such as encoding, decoding, puncturing and additive noise characteristics. Moreover, simulation results will be discussed and they involve all systems from Section 2.
The proposed Turbo system was compared to existing systems using PCCC, SCCC or a convolutional encoder (code rate of 1/2). The PCCC encoders (typical and proposed one) are consisted of convolutional encoders with code rate of 1/2 and constraint lengths which are equal to three. The SCCC encoder is consisted from two convolutional encoders. The outer encoder is the same compared to any other convolutional encoder in PCCC design and the inner encoder has a constraint length equal to six. In turn, the overall constraint length equals to seven and code rate to 1/3. In decoders' section the algorithm that has been set in all APP decoder blocks is max* [11] instead of True A Posteriori Probability [12] . This intentional choice of max* decreases greatly the decoder's needed memory. Moreover, this decoder's adjustment simplifies the design while the iterative function and consequently Turbo decoding processes are speeding up. Also, the table (Table 1 ) of all puncture blocks appears below.
An AWGN channel can be directly associated with the term Eb/No, where Eb is the energy of every transmitted bit of information, and No is the noise power spectral density. Each transmitted symbol can contain a number of information bits. The previous number is relevant each time to the selected modulation type [13] . So, Es (energy per symbol) in relation to Eb appears in Equation (1).
Due to the presence of a code rate named Rc, the Es definition must be updated as it shows in Equation (2).
The noise variance (σ 2 = No/2) is analyzed step by step in Equation (3) 
Taking into consideration Equation (3), we adjusted noise variance in our simulations, according to each case's coding rates, and the chosen modulation type of QPSK (with Gray constellation ordering). The utilized noise variances appear in the following table ( Table 2) .
As soon as all parameters adjusted accordingly to all previous key features, the simulations were conducted using various frame sizes (64, 128, 256 and 512). The BER plots in relation to Eb/No for 2, 3 and 5 iterations are presented in Figure 8 . The plots are split into four groups with each group corresponding to the appropriate frame size (e.g. group No. 2 in red color represents simulations with frame size 128). So, three sets of simulations are presented here. These are more than adequate for concluding to the necessary results about the behavior of the new encoder-decoder system, as presentation of simulations relevant to 4 iterations and single pass, wouldn't offer considerably additional knowledge of the new scheme. Figure 8(a) shows that for block size 64 the behavior of all coding schemes is almost the same to the value of almost 2 dB (Eb/No). From that point and on, the new system appears better compared to all others. From block size 128 to 512 is revealed the innovative performance of the proposed scheme. As an example we could refer to the BER value of 2 × 10 -4 (block size 256) where our system achieves a coding gain of almost 0.2 and 0.3 dB compared to PCCC and SCCC accordingly. Similarly to all other simulations, new PCCC scheme is also better from other Turbo coding techniques and superior to a system with convolutional encoder and viterbi decoder. Hence, it must not be neglected the fact that in many cases the proposed system utilizing a lower block size, outperforms the other schemes with larger block sizes (e.g. in Figure 8(c) , the proposed system is better compared to all other schemes. Also, it exhibits an optimum performance for block size 256). 
Conclusions-Future Scopes
The proposed Turbo coding system was described, analyzed and compared to other existing schemes. The purpose of designing this Turbo encoder-decoder was to create a new technique which would be superior for a selected block size and number of iterations every time compared to all other schemes. The number of conducted iterations inside decoder's section had a maximum value of only five. This is due to the fact that more iterations cause more latency [2] . So, we concluded to design a system, which works well even under the use of a restricted number of feedbacks.
The new PCCC scheme was designed for being part of an OFDM system with enhanced features [5, 14] . Also, implementation in a DSP could be possible [15] along with other areas of applications such as fading channels and others [2] .
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